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“It is as reasonable to represent one kind
of imprisonment by another,

as it is to represent anything that really exists
by that which exists not.”

Daniel Defoe
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Introduction

“He thought about the fall of Athens. That had been very much like the plague of 1975.  
Before anything could be done, the city had fallen. Historians wrote of bubonic plague.  
Robert Neville was inclined to believe that the vampire had caused it. 

“No, not the vampire. For now, it appeared, that prowling, vulpine ghost was as  
much a tool of the germ as the living innocents who were originally afflicted. It was the 
germ that was the villain. The germ that hid behind obscuring veils of legend and 
superstition, spreading its scourge while people cringed before their own fears.”

Richard Matheson, I Am Legend

Few natural disasters are more devastating to human existence than an epidemic. 

With connections to historical events as far back as the ancient Greek civilization in 

Athens and the composition of the Bible, there has always been literature expressing the 

human fear of plague. In more recent years, infectious disease has become the center of 

the cinematic world. Some films are barely recognizable as “plague films” when masked 

by the clever metaphor of the “movie monster” and the ingenious marketing of a horror 

film. However strange the connection may seem, everything about these monster 

metaphors shares the common characteristics found in plague literature as far back as 

Daniel Defoe’s A Journal of the Plague Year, published in 1722. The massive outpouring 

of films relating to disease, whether openly stated or smartly disguised in the horror 

genre, has become so intense that often the signs of plague metaphor are buried under 

layers of gore. When an audience is looking for the signs, however, the similarities and 

themes become connected in a profound way. 

My aim in this essay is quite the opposite of what would normally qualify as an 

argument. Instead of working on a carefully narrowed topic and focusing strictly on one 

type of infectious disease that has burrowed its way into literary and cinematic works, I 
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propose to broaden this topic. I propose to draw plausible connections between plague in 

literature and film in unlikely ways, specifically revealing the use of certain “movie 

monsters” as metaphors for plague. Gregory A. Waller’s work entitled The Living and 

the Undead similarly examines a “subgenre of the horror story” and while his work does 

not necessarily examine infectious disease in the way I intend to, I will nonetheless 

borrow his method of discussing “a series of narrative variations on several interrelated 

films” (6).

Before I relate how I am conducting my research and what specifically I discuss 

in this essay, a brief discussion of the history of infectious disease is necessary. 

Epidemics likely began to appear in communities at about the time humans gave up 

nomadic lifestyles and developed civilizations. When humans were hunter-gatherers there 

was little opportunity for a disease to become endemic in their populations. But once our 

ancestors established civilizations and began to reproduce in massive numbers, their 

communities became perfect breeding grounds for disease. To clarify terms: endemic is 

when a disease occurs over and over in the same community of people and becomes 

engrained in the genetics of those people, an epidemic is when members of a community 

become infected with a disease, and a pandemic is when a wide variety of communities 

are infected with a disease (Oxford English Dictionary). In today’s terms we consider one 

country infected by a disease as an epidemic, but when it goes global it becomes a 

pandemic (the root word “pan” meaning “all”). 

The history of disease in literature is as old as written literature itself. There are 

accounts of plague in the Bible, and other early prominent texts. But it is very clear that 

disease and infection has been a concern of human kind for a very long time. What is 
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naturally most frightening for humans is that, even in this technological age where we 

know how viruses work and can clone them and manipulate them, we still have not 

stopped disease from occurring altogether. Writing about disease is not just a recent trend 

(although the massive production of disease films and literature may point to the 

contrary); people have been channeling their fears about disease for centuries. Gradually, 

when just writing about disease was no longer enough, the infections were replaced by 

even more frightening metaphors.

The first part of my research deals in what I have termed “straight” plague 

literature. This includes diaries, historical accounts, narratives, and films that deal with 

infectious disease in a mostly realistic way. These narratives often explore actual diseases 

and pandemics, and use the already frightening symptoms and statistics to frighten 

audiences. The texts I discuss the most extensively for this essay are Daniel Defoe’s A 

Journal of the Plague Year and Albert Camus’ The Plague. These two novels set the 

standard for all plague related fiction to follow, and the themes of human nature 

addressed in the books can be found in as unlikely a place as George A. Romero’s 

zombie films. The objective of some “straight” plague literature is to project frightening 

possibilities for the future that can be either realistic or entirely overdone. In some 

instances, authors and filmmakers will project the possibility of the apocalypse or even 

the devastation of human life at the hands of plague. Some texts land nearer the mark, but 

use strategic writing to frighten people into expecting the worst from disease. Novels like 

Richard Preston’s The Hot Zone, which is marketed a little unfairly as something of a 

non-fiction, address not only the scarier aspects of new diseases like Ebola, but also 

examines government response to potential outbreaks. The 1995 film Outbreak, loosely 
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based on Preston’s novel, delves even further into the corruption in the government and 

their response to a deadly epidemic. In this film, Dustin Hoffman’s character is given the 

daunting task of trying to convince fighter pilots not to drop a nuclear bomb on a town 

ravaged by a deadly virus.

Preston is not the only novelist to address government conspiratorial connection 

to disease and the potential of a man-made apocalypse. Stephen King’s novel The Stand 

does precisely this. In the opening chapter of the novel, a man rushes home to awake his 

wife and child and take them out of town. The man, Charlie Campion, becomes patient 

zero in the deadliest epidemic the world has ever seen. The government run Project Blue 

has gone terribly wrong and quarantine and containment fail before they are even 

implemented. The deadly super-flu sweeps the nation, and, in a matter of days, all but 

several thousand Americans are dead. There is much discussion of blame throughout the 

narrative and mostly it is indicated that the government was at fault in creating and 

releasing this virus resulting in the almost total annihilation of the human race. In the 

2006 film V for Vendetta we are transported to the not-so-near-future in Britain where the 

government shadily controls every aspect of human life. It is discovered late in the film 

that a deadly outbreak of a disease that occurred several years earlier was carefully 

planned by the government, but later spiraled out of control, unintentionally killing 

thousands.

The second part of my research was to examine more contemporary views of 

infectious disease, extending into its metaphoric realms. There are terms I use throughout 

the rest of the essay to refer to the supernatural beings present in the films and novels I 

have seen as being relevant to infectious disease. My research mainly focuses on two 
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supernatural beings that are related to disease: the vampire and the zombie. The history of 

the vampire is a little more straightforward, so I’ll begin there. The definition the Oxford 

English Dictionary gives for the word vampire is: “a preternatural being of malignant 

nature…a reanimated corpse, supposed to seek nourishment, or do harm, by sucking the 

blood of sleeping persons” (Oxford English Dictionary). 

There are hints of a vampiric connection to disease in Bram Stoker’s Dracula, but 

it is not until F.W. Murnau’s 1922 silent film, Nosferatu, that the relationship between the 

two is made explicit. The very first dialogue title of Murnau’s film states: “Nosferatu! 

Was it he that brought the plague to Bremen in 1888?” (Murnau, F.W., dir. Nosferatu. 

Scr. Henrik Galeen. Jofa-Atelier Berlin-Johannisthal, 1922). This illustrates the way in 

which the vampire brings disease with him and spreads it through his biting and sucking. 

The vampire does not merely carry the disease, but is a direct metaphor for the disease 

itself. Vampirism is similar to disease in the way it can spread from human to human. 

The vampire (who is himself a plague or an infection) infects his host by draining his/her 

blood, and the subsequent degeneration of human life that occurs is akin to the 

breakdown of the human body under the attack of a serious infection. Once the human is 

dead, he or she may become a vampire and spread the disease to a new victim. 

The second supernatural being my research focuses on is the zombie. The 

contemporary vision of what a zombie is began as something much different. The term 

zombie came out of the West Indies and even made its way into rural southern America. 

It refers to “a soulless corpse, said to have been revived by witchcraft” (Oxford English 

Dictionary). It is usually associated with the practices of voodoo, and therefore under the 

strictest sense of its history, the zombie is completely unrelated to disease. However, over 
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time and mostly through the evolution of cinema, the zombie has become something else 

entirely. In particular, the release of George Romero’s Night of the Living Dead in 1968 

altered the definition of zombie in a profound way. When looking at one individual 

zombie, it is essentially still the same in that it is a reanimated corpse. However, for the 

contemporary audience there is no magic or voodoo controlling the actions of these 

beings; they simply walk around on their own. In Romero’s second installment Dawn of  

the Dead, the explanation is given that “when there is no more room in Hell, the dead 

will walk the earth” (Romero, George, dir. Dawn of the Dead. Scr. George Romero. 

Laurel Group, 1979). Throughout Romero’s series of films, a kind of zombie-lore 

evolves and rules emerge about what a zombie is and how it acts. However, only once in 

a Romero film does the word zombie appear; each group in each movie has its own 

names for them. Nonetheless, audiences have come to recognize these beings as zombies, 

and so the characterization has become permanent. The zombies of Romero’s world 

engage in the act of eating flesh for sustenance (similar to a vampire, but in a much more 

grotesque way). In recent films, sustaining even a small scratch or bite from a zombie 

results in the slow degeneration of life until that person becomes a zombie as well. This 

has all of the signs of a disease from the easy transmission to the way it spreads as 

quickly as an epidemic. At the heart of each of Romero’s films is a very serious infection 

of the human race.

My research initially began with the film 28 Days Later, a virus-related thriller 

released in 2003. The film opens with scenes of violence from the present world and then 

draws our attention to a group of animal rights activists who, in freeing a group of 

chimpanzees, also free a deadly virus into England. The virus is “Rage” and those 
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infected with it have the physical characteristics of a patient infected with a hemorrhagic 

fever such as Ebola or Marburg, the behavioral characteristics of a zombie, and the 

psychological aspects indicated by the name of the illness. This film, even before its 

release in theaters, intrigued me. It was marketed as a zombie film, and while it took me 

several viewings to catch on, I finally realized: the infected are not walking undead (like 

zombies are); they are remarkably still human. It was then I realized that the definition of 

epidemic is vast, and cannot be constrained by the limitations of simple physical 

afflictions. 

Infectious disease is a much broader subject than I ever imagined when I first 

began my research. I investigated the role of vampires in the vast metaphor that is plague, 

and found the connection to be extremely relevant. In both Richard Matheson’s novel I  

Am Legend and F.W. Murnau’s film Nosferatu, the direct connection is made between 

vampires and infectious disease. Matheson’s novel even blurs the bounds between an 

actual plague and a vampiric one and ultimately reveals that often the two are 

intertwined. After expanding my research from merely “straight” plague literature to 

include zombies and vampires, I found I could not stop there. One cannot ignore the 

disease-related aspects of werewolves; these are humans who turn into dogs at the full 

moon, usually as the result of a bite from another werewolf. In fact, any affliction that 

spreads from one person to another could be considered a type of disease. 

I have discovered throughout the summer and fall of 2007 and am still 

discovering now in early 2008 that this topic is on the minds of humans. It is 

overwhelmingly and dramatically present in American culture, but we are not the only 

ones who are mystified by the possibility of disease. Just in 2007 alone there must have 
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been at least half a dozen relevant films and twice as many journal, magazine, or 

newspaper articles all addressing something of the aspects that I explore here in this 

essay. Walking through the new releases aisle of the video store in February, I found no 

fewer than three films that were low budget, horror type films that had not even made it 

to theaters. One, a Japanese martial arts knock off, became the latest in an endless string 

of films based on Matheson’s novel. The film, entitled I Am Omega, appeared to be a 

cross between action and horror with themes such as rage and quarantine being lifted 

from earlier remakes. Two others look far more comedic: Fido, the tale of a family who 

keeps a zombie as a pet, and Flight of the Living Dead, in which a deadly virus is 

released into the air supply of a plane in mid-air. It was the recent release of The Little  

Book of Pandemics in 2007 that made me realize just how massive and present this topic 

is. Dr. Peter Moore’s examination of “[fifty] of the world’s most virulent plagues and 

infectious diseases” feeds into the human fear of and fascination with infection (Moore).

It is fair to say, however, that the focus of my thesis is not entirely on disease and 

epidemic, but rather on human reaction to disease. Every film and every novel I have 

used in my research has been about humans, specifically when human nature comes into 

conflict with a disease or an epidemic. In this essay I examine themes of infectious 

disease and epidemics that include people killing people, abandonment, quarantine, and 

community versus the individual. I also discuss the importance of both rage and blood in 

literature and films about infection. And last I examine the role of the Apocalyptic ending 

in films and literature, specifically with the near or total annihilation of human life. What 

it appears to boil down to is that humans are concerned with how infection will affect 

them. I have discovered through my research that disease is something that is not only 
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physical, but has a myriad of psychological and sociological impacts as well. 

Although my focus is human reaction to disease, a brief introduction to a few of 

the diseases I cover in this essay would be appropriate. The first disease I discuss, likely 

the most famous of all infectious diseases, is the Yersinia pestis, popularly known as the 

plague. Other names for this disease have developed over the years and it is also referred 

to as the Bubonic plague and the Black Death. Often the term “plague” can be used either 

to refer specifically to this bacillus or as a blanket term to discuss any disease that affects 

a group of people. I generally use the word in the latter sense and, when referencing the 

Bubonic plague specifically, will say so. The Black Death first appeared in the mid-

fourteenth century and simply decimated Europe’s population. It is estimated that in this 

first outbreak of the disease over twenty-five million people died (Moore 106-108). 

Also mentioned briefly in this essay is the Influenza virus. Influenza is generally 

not considered a large threat, but throughout history there have been outbreaks of the 

disease spanning the globe and killing millions of people. In 1918 alone, around forty 

million people all over the world died from the virus (Moore 10-11). My main use of this 

disease is in connection to Stephen King’s The Stand in which a much deadlier “super 

flu” is released and wipes out nearly every human in the United States.

The final group of infectious diseases I reference in this essay are considerably 

different from both the Bubonic plague and influenza, both in origins and in the severity 

of the illness. I most often refer to Ebola and Marburg; both are hemorrhagic fevers and 

both belong to a group of disease known as the filoviruses. There are two characteristics 

of these viruses that make them frightening: researchers know incredibly little about 

them, and the high morbidity associated with them. Morbidity refers to how many people 
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infected with the disease also die from that disease. In both Ebola and Marburg there are 

known strains that have had over a 90% mortality rate, which is a frightening statistic for 

any disease, but especially for diseases as gruesome as these. The symptoms of the 

disease are particularly horrifying, and the end result is that the infected body slowly 

suffers from a massive hemorrhage (i.e. bleeding from all major orifices and 

uncontrollable, bloody/black vomit and diarrhea). The virtually unknown origins of the 

disease make it impossible to find a cure or develop a vaccine, leaving humans without 

any control over the virus (Moore 29-31).

With the appearance of new, frightening diseases that we have little to no control 

over comes the anxiety over the fragility of our race, and perhaps that is why the human 

fascination has become so apparent in recent years.  In response to this anxiety, humans 

have created volumes upon volumes of literature and films relating their fears in an often 

cathartic and sometimes nihilistic tale of a human race that cannot escape from infectious 

disease. Rather than chronologically, this essay is organized by chapters written on 

varying themes. These themes relate as far back as Daniel Defoe’s A Journal of the 

Plague Year and are still relevant in George A. Romero’s Diary of the Dead, released just 

this year. Human fear of abandonment and quarantine, as well as the way new societies 

develop when the old ones have been decimated, are a few of the ways that human 

feeling and reaction can be traced from century to century. From the Bible to zombies, 

human fears are the most written about subject in history; through my research I have 

discovered that humans are nothing short of terrified of disease.
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Rage
“Some will have it to be in the nature of the disease, and that it impresses every one that  
is seized upon by it with a kind of rage, and a hatred against their own kind, as if there 
was a malignity not only in the distemper to communicate itself, but in the very nature of  
man…”

Daniel Defoe, A Journal of the Plague Year

          In the 2003 summer film sensation 28 Days Later, a deadly virus decimates 

England. That plot would seem normal enough if it ended there. The realistic aspect of 

this disease is the devastating physical effect it has on its victims, exhibiting the 

symptoms of an Ebola-like virus. Even more interesting is the psychological 

transformation that occurs in an infected person, literally within seconds. In a matter of 

moments, a healthy human being becomes an uncontrollable lunatic whose anger exceeds 

the bounds of human emotion. The “Rage Virus” turns even the mildest person into a 

seething, frothing mass of hatred. To exhibit the intensity of the disease, Director Danny 

Boyle pits the main character Jim against a small child who is the only infected person to 

speak throughout the course of the film, simply uttering the words, “I hate you” (Boyle, 

Danny, dir. 28 Days Later. Scr. Alex Garland. British Film Council, 2003). Rage and 

madness, which are considered real symptoms of both Ebola Hemorrhagic Fever and the 

bacilli most popularly known as the plague, are magnified in the infected of this film, as 

they indiscriminately tear their victims apart. 

          Rage as an epidemic is the perfect way to comment on the anger that societies 

around the globe now seem to exude. Rage is an emotion that everyone can identify with 

and even classify into sub-emotions. We have road rage, coffee rage, and diet rage; there 

is self-aggression, parental aggression, and video game aggression. The word rage is used 

in a variety of ways and meanings. One might “fly into a rage,” meaning that he or she 
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suddenly became angry. Another interesting colloquial expression is “all the rage” 

meaning that something is very popular. With all this rage about “rage” it is hard to 

decipher a true meaning for this very simple word.

          The exact definition of the word “rage” has evolved somewhat over the centuries. 

While today it is defined as an “outburst [especially] of pent-up anger and aggression 

triggered by a specific event,” some of its earlier usage and etymology is both relevant 

and fascinating (Oxford English Dictionary). According to the Oxford English 

Dictionary, as early as the fourteenth century the word carried connotations such as 

“madness or insanity” (Oxford English Dictionary). Even more interesting is the subtler 

connotation offered by the OED: a violent appetite. While those infected with rage in 28 

Days Later seem more intent on killing out of anger than for food, the idea of appetite 

leads us into other possibly plague related monsters. One such creature is the vampire 

who bites his victims out of necessity rather than anger. Even if the infected of Boyle’s 

film do not systematically kill their victims for food, there is still the connection between 

appetite and the violent biting involved with the “Rage virus.” The connection between 

“rage” and infectious disease is solidified by the fact that the word shares its etymology 

with “rabies,” a disease that is spread through bites and scratches. 

          There are several works of plague literature and film that reveal a part of human 

nature that can only be described as rage. Despite increased societal use of the word rage 

for everyday emotions, films such as 28 Days Later elevate the meaning of the word by 

applying it to something infectious and murderous. The opportunity to see rage as a 

violent and frightening disease makes a term like “road rage” seem laughingly trivial. 

Worldwide “rage” can be seen from the beginning of 28 Days Later with the first images 
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of the film: violence, rioting, and chaos. The video, being shown to a chimpanzee 

strapped to a table, becomes increasingly disturbing as the audience realizes the images 

have occurred before the outbreak of the “Rage Virus.” This scene reveals to the 

audience the human potential for rage and violence without the interference of a disease. 

It may indicate human vulnerability to a disease such as “Rage” considering our 

susceptibility to the emotion. It may also suggest an amount of human involvement in the 

creation and transmission of the “Rage Virus.” The few characters that are introduced 

prior to the outbreak of “Rage” seem to already suffer from it. The three animal rights 

activists that break into a lab to free a group of chimpanzees being used for the creation 

of the “Rage Virus” are already filled with rage. They are so angry that they do not listen 

to the pleas of the scientist who frantically tells them, “The chimps are infected!” (Boyle, 

2003). 

          In some instances throughout the film there are people who seem like they may be 

trying to resist the effects of the disease. While their resistance is ultimately useless, it is 

interesting to note that others are more susceptible to the virus, and succumb more easily. 

One such instance is during Frank’s transformation as the group reaches the military 

blockade. Frank has just expressed some natural rage and is walking angrily around the 

blockade when a drop of infected blood falls into his eye. Immediately as the drop of 

blood hits Frank’s eye his anger seems to become fear. As his daughter approaches him, 

Frank quickly says what he feels he will not be able to say in a few moments, telling her, 

“Hannah, I love you very much” (Boyle, 2003). He then has to physically push her away, 

screaming, “Keep away from me!” Over the next several shots, Jim and Selena approach 

to see what is happening. They watch as Frank physically struggles against his infection, 
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his natural cries intermingling with his new hateful ones. Just below Selena’s shouts to 

Jim, Frank audibly screams, “No!” in his final struggle against the infection. When his 

transformation is finally complete he turns to begin his attacks, but is shot to death by 

soldiers emerging at the blockade. 

          There is rage seen in the film that is not connected to the infection, but seems to 

promote a primal survival and protective instinct. After Jim, Selena, and Hannah realize 

that they are no longer safe with the soldiers, the ensuing conflict begins to blend the 

“Rage Virus” with natural, irrepressible rage. The film seems to be expressing that the 

only way to fight the “Rage Virus” and to survive the epidemic is with human rage. 

When Jim finds Selena being held by one of the soldiers, his attack on the soldier is so 

violent that Selena believes he is one of the infected. In this scene, Jim’s rage nearly 

exceeds that of the infected as he screams frantically and violently, in an almost inhuman 

manner. 

          In the 2007 sequel 28 Weeks Later, the most explicit and drawn out transformation 

of a healthy human to a “Rage” infected human occurs. Alice Harris, who is infected with 

the “Rage Virus” but does not exhibit any symptoms, is being held in a medical 

quarantine where her husband, Don, comes to her. As Don passionately kisses his wife, 

his passion very quickly turns to confusion and then anger as the virus enters his blood 

stream. The audience witnesses Don move through the increasingly drastic stages of the 

“Rage Virus.” At first Don seems confused by what is happening, but even his confusion 

is laced with rage as he violently pulls away from his wife with a motion that looks as 

though he is about to hit her. Very abruptly his confusion turns to anger as he begins to 

grunt and growl and foam at the mouth. As blood begins to drip from Don’s eyes he 
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appears almost like a child throwing an incredibly violent temper tantrum. He rolls on the 

floor pounding his fists and yelling gutturally. As he begins throwing himself against 

walls and hurling medical supplies around the room, his wife realizes what is happening. 

From her position, strapped to a medical gurney, she is absolutely helpless. All she can 

do is wait for her husband to remember she is in the room. In a final moment of fear, 

Alice screams Don’s name, and he turns to her, now completely infected with “Rage.” 

The following sequence, in which Don maliciously and violently kills his wife, reveals 

the capability of the infected to remember certain people and things from their past. Don 

kills his wife, not just out of new hatred that comes with his infection, but with a 

frightening memory of old resentment that surfaces alongside his disease.

          Since “rage” shares its etymology with rabies, it is appropriate to discuss the 

importance of biting in the transmission of “Rage” and other diseases that are strikingly 

similar to it. Rabies is a disease that affects the brain. It generally originates in wild 

animals and is spread to humans most commonly through biting. The most stereotypical 

example is of a rabid dog, which relates quite nicely to the transmission of the disease 

through biting. Daniel Defoe draws the specific connection for us when he compares 

infected individuals to rabid dogs. The connection is also quite clear in vampire lore with 

biting being the means not only to transmit a disease, but also to draw blood. The 

connection between supernatural infectious disease and rabies is solidified in David 

Cronenberg’s 1977 film Rabid. 

          The story in Rabid is told predominately from the point of view of Rose, a woman 

who nearly dies in a motorcycle accident. Just after the accident she is transported to the 

nearest medical facility, a cosmetic surgery establishment. The doctor who operates on 
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Rose in order to save her life uses “experimental techniques” in an effort to quickly 

reconstruct parts of her body that would otherwise be mangled. Somehow this doctor’s 

experimentation goes terribly wrong. The implants inside Rose’s body begin to feed off 

of humans, which in turn infects them with a virus that authorities claim is rabies.  

          The disease the film portrays is remarkably similar symptomatically to rabies, but 

is also akin to the “Rage Virus” of the much later 28 Days Later. The infected in Rabid 

spread the disease by biting others, and they suffer from madness and rage in a way that 

resembles the infected of later films. A person she has infected finally attacks Rose, who 

is simply the carrier of the virus and does not exhibit symptoms. The final disturbing shot 

of the film is of Rose’s dead body being handled by men in large biohazard suits who 

throw her carelessly in with the large number of other bodies. The irony of Rose’s 

situation in relation to the title of the film and rage is that she is one of the kinder and 

milder characters in the film. She has no control over what she does and does not 

understand what is happening until it is too late. So, through no fault of her own, Rose 

infects thousands of people who become rabid monsters. 

          Both natural human rage and viral versions of it have appeared in nearly every 

plague narrative since Defoe’s Journal of the Plague Year. Each author or filmmaker has 

his own unique ideas on how infectious diseases affect the human psyche, but all seem to 

be in agreement that rage, aggression, and even madness have a large role to play. As 

seen in the plot line of Rabid, the impacts of rage extend beyond just psychological harm 

and physical harm to self; rage almost always involves psychological and physical harm 

to others. 
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“People Killing People”

Major Henry West: This is what I've seen in the four weeks since infection: people 
killing people. Which is much what I saw in the four weeks before infection, and the four 
weeks before that, and before that, and as far back as I care to remember. People killing 
people. Which to my mind puts us in a state of normality right now.

28 Days Later (2003)

“Others placed it to the account of the corruption of human nature, who cannot bear to 
see itself more miserable than others of its own species, and has a kind of involuntary 
wish that all men were as unhappy or in as bad a condition as itself.”

Daniel Defoe, A Journal of the Plague Year

Dr. Foster: Every dead body that is not exterminated becomes one of them. It gets up 
and kills! The people it kills get up and kill!

     Dawn of the Dead (1971)

          When Daniel Defoe wrote about “rage” in A Journal of the Plague Year, he saw 

that rage and delusion (as symptoms of the plague) were inevitably connected to the 

“hatred against their own kind” that patients of the plague seemed to exhibit. What Defoe 

found so fascinating is that a disease could be so powerful that it could cause human 

beings to hate and kill each other. In one of Defoe’s anecdotes in A Journal of the Plague 

Year a man runs out into the street and kisses a woman, then “told her he had the plague, 

and why should not she have it as well as he?” (158). This idea seems to be expanded 

upon in a large number of plague literature and films, specifically 28 Days Later and the 

George A. Romero series. In Camus’ and Defoe’s texts, it is literally the contagion that 

kills people, but when the nature of disease is explored, the connection can be made that 

all epidemics only consist of “people killing people” (Boyle, 2003). Biologically 

speaking, certain viruses cannot exist without humans. Therefore, in order for a virus to 

spread, it requires people to infect other people. 
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          That being said, because a virus needs people to infect each other for survival, it is 

not in the best interest of a virus to wipe out the entire population. If humans cease to 

exist, then so do many of the world’s deadliest viruses. While it is unreasonable to say 

that viruses (that technically are not even living beings) can think and have foresight, 

history and our continued existence on this planet point to the evidence that often 

outbreaks of deadly viruses end on their own, without human intervention. The nature of 

a virus, however, necessitates a living being infecting another living being, nearly always 

unintentionally, but still facilitating serious harm, illness, or death. Defoe mentions the 

“malignity” of the infection and its intention to “communicate itself.” Richard Preston’s 

The Hot Zone describes this “attempt” on the part of the virus to find a new human to 

infect. “Pools of blood spread around him, enlarging rapidly. Having destroyed its host, 

the hot agent is now coming out of every orifice, and is ‘trying’ to find a new host” (24). 

          A character by the name of Tarrou in Camus’ The Plague discloses to the narrator 

that every human already has the plague inside of them, and that each human may be 

indirectly accountable for thousands of deaths. Tarrou’s theory of a somewhat spiritual 

plague, rather than a physical one, prompts his adamant disapproval of the death penalty. 

Tarrou recognizes the potential in humans to kill other people, even if they have good 

intentions. In Part IV of Camus’ text Tarrou says:

…each of us has the plague within him; no one, no one on earth is free 

from it. And I know, too, that we must keep endless watch on ourselves 

lest in a careless moment we breathe in somebody’s face and fasten the 

infection on him…The good man, the man who infects hardly anyone, is 

the man who has the fewest lapses of attention. (Camus 229)
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Whether intentional or unintentional, Tarrou believes that the transmission of plague 

(physical disease or just a simple malignity of spirit) is undeniably in the hands of 

humans. Only man has the ability to infect his fellow men. 

          Defoe and Camus speak of humans infecting each other out of malignity, and the 

“Rage Virus” of 28 Days Later becomes the perfect example. The infected do not kill for 

sustenance; they kill other humans out of pure hatred. It seems that generally the infected 

make no distinction between who they kill and who they infect, but invariably they can 

recognize people from their past. When one of Major Henry West’s soldiers becomes 

infected, he keeps him chained outside of their fortress in order to “learn something from 

him” (Boyle, 2003). When Mailer, the infected soldier, is set free and wreaks havoc 

amongst the soldiers, he chooses to attack West despite the presence of closer and easier 

to reach victims. In the 2007 sequel, 28 Weeks Later, Andy and Tam’s infected father 

stalks them all around the city before finally being killed by his children. 

          In both 28 Days Later and its sequel 28 Weeks Later, the infected become the 

secondary threat while the protagonists come into conflict with the military. In 28 Days 

Later the three protagonists, Jim, Selena, and Hannah have to flee the military when it 

becomes clear that Selena and Hannah will be used to satisfy the needs of the lonely 

military men. When Jim escapes his military captors he sets the infected loose on the 

soldiers. The result is chaos in which the lines between protagonist and antagonist 

become blurred. Jim himself is so filled with rage at the soldiers that he becomes almost 

unrecognizable to Selena, who believes he may be infected. The scene is even more 

disturbing in 28 Weeks Later when an outbreak of the “Rage Virus” occurs while the 

American military is governing in England. The outbreak spirals out of control when the 
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infection breaks out in the containment area where residents of London are being held. 

The frightened residents break out of the holding area and run out into the streets of 

London where rooftop snipers work to target the infected in the crowd. The situation 

turns chaotic when the snipers are given the order to target everyone, leaving them to 

shoot every human in sight, whether infected or not. 

          In the short graphic novel, 28 Days Later: The Aftermath, the main character is a 

man who believes he is the only human survivor not to flee London. When his life is 

saved by a mysterious and uninfected stranger he ruthlessly kills the man so that he can 

claim the city as his own. When military jets fly overhead at the end of the novel, the man 

resentfully curses, knowing that he can no longer kill his fellow man in order to be alone 

in London. 

          In Stephen King’s post-apocalyptic vision of the United States after a “super-flu” 

has wiped out most of the population, there are two distinct groups of survivors: the good 

and the evil. Survivors in the aftermath of the flu are drawn to one of the two opposing 

leaders, Randall Flagg or Abbey Freemantle, by dreams featuring the two figureheads. 

Flagg’s main goal is to destroy the group that has taken up residence in Boulder, 

Colorado and are slowly working to rebuild a semblance of an American society. Flagg’s 

people are highly efficient and much more industrialized than the residents of Boulder. 

All of the resident’s of Las Vegas (where Flagg’s group is based) live in a crippling fear 

of Flagg, who runs his city like a dictator and crucifies his residents without trial for 

rather minor offences. 

          This distinct division of the last people living in the United States (possibly the 

world) is predicted much earlier in the book by sociologist Glen Bateman: “…we may 
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finish the job of destroying our species ourselves” (King 332). Bateman’s prediction 

includes a wide range of hideous scenarios in which Communities A and B fail to co-

exist because one has significantly more technological knowledge. This is mirrored later 

in the book when Flagg’s people are learning how to fly army fighter jets before Abbey 

Freemantle’s group even has the electricity working. Whether Flagg is an instrument of 

Satan or not, it is his determination to wipe out much of the remaining population that is 

so astounding. He is determined to kill the residents of Boulder in any way possible, and 

he even has beakers full of other deadly “super” diseases ready to try in case brute force 

does not work.

          George A. Romero takes this disturbing concept of hatred for fellow humans to the 

next level. In each of his five plague-related films there is the initial conflict between the 

living survivors and the undead, and inevitably the living also divide and become a more 

problematic enemy than even the undead. Night of the Living Dead (1968) begins the 

series in an incredibly thought provoking way. From the beginning there is conflict 

between a brother and sister, Barbara and Johnny. The tension between the two is 

obvious as they discuss difficult subjects and Johnny teases Barbara. The conflict 

between the two rises as Johnny prods at Barbara saying, “They’re coming for you, 

Barbara,” as a mysterious man wanders into sight (Romero, George, dir. Night of the 

Living Dead. Scr. George Romero. Image Ten, 1968). Johnny and Barbara’s conflict ends 

abruptly when Barbara is suddenly attacked by the undead. Barbara flees the scene, 

leaving her brother (who is apparently dead) and hides in a nearby farmhouse. There she 

meets Ben, another survivor of the unexplained appearance of zombies. When it seems as 

though these two characters may be able to work together, a second group of survivors 
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emerges from the basement, increasing and complicating the “human versus human” 

conflict. First the two groups argue over which area of the house is safer, then whether to 

stay in the house or leave for a survivor camp, and eventually the conflict becomes so 

intense that the group becomes its own antagonist, and the undead zombies that are 

attacking them are merely the secondary threat. 

          Perhaps Romero’s best use of the “people versus people versus zombie” conflict is 

in his 1985 installment Day of the Dead. The group division is clear from the beginning 

as we are introduced to a small group of scientists and soldiers hiding together in an 

elaborate bunker while the undead freely roam the world above. The hatred these two 

groups have for each other is best seen in their ability to kill each other without much 

thought. The soldiers seem to lack any concern for the scientists (who depend heavily on 

the protection and strength of the soldiers) and regularly threaten to kill them. 

Throughout the film the presence of undead zombies above ground seems much less 

important than the ever-present hatred between the two groups below. The barbarism that 

the humans show to each other makes them little better than the flesh eating undead who 

threaten their existence. The audience almost feels more sympathy for the zombies than 

for the two groups struggling to survive together. Dr. Logan, the scientist whose objective 

is to train the undead to behave normally, questions his fellow survivors: “How can we 

expect them to behave if we act barbarically ourselves?” (Romero, George, dir. Day of  

the Dead. Scr. George Romero. Dead Films, Inc., 1985). In Romero’s previous 

installment, Dawn of the Dead, a group of survivors who have all the stereotypical 

characteristics of a rough and tumble motorcycle gang treat the undead so appallingly 

that the audience is relieved when the zombies begin to fight back, quickly annihilating 
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the group of bikers. 

          In a recent interview with the Associated Press, Romero discussed his most recent 

“Undead” film, which was released in February, 2008. This new film, entitled Diary of  

the Dead, is getting back to the basics of the original 1968 Night of the Living Dead. The 

film uses mostly hand-held camera techniques (for the home movie feel) interlaced with 

frightening news footage, very much in the style of its earliest predecessor. When 

Romero was asked about his inclination toward the “zombie” genre, he replied, “All of 

my zombie films have been about the humans. The zombies, they could be anything…

They could be an avalanche, they could be a hurricane. It’s a disaster out there. The 

stories are all about how people fail to respond in the proper way” (Pearson 1). Romero’s 

focus in these films is the people, who inevitably make mistakes and bring about the 

destruction of even more people. Their failure to respond is a part of their failure to 

believe that things change, that disasters happen, and that humans are not, in fact, 

invincible. The vampire hunter Van Helsing's famous line from nearly every version of 

Dracula can be applied here, not just to vampires and zombies, but to any natural or 

unnatural disaster: “The strength of the vampire is that people will not believe in him” 

(Deane and Balderston 27). And just like the vampire, humans regularly neglect to 

believe or accept the disasters that occur so often. 

          Defoe’s fascination and horror with the human ability to purposely infect and kill 

its own kind is understandable. Even rage-infected, ferocious, flesh-eating zombies are 

still human. This theme is echoed in each of the Romero films when inevitably a 

character will say some variation of the line, “They’re us.” Gregory A. Waller states that 

“whatever their physical appearance, their special powers and unnatural appetites, or their 
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particular sort of immortality, the undead betray their origins and remain recognizably, 

disturbingly human…” (The Living and the Undead 16). This logic provides clearer 

understanding for Jim’s hesitation to kill an infected in 28 Days Later even if it is to save 

his own life. Inevitably, when he is alone and faced with the choice of killing or being 

killed, he chooses the former. In Romero’s Land of the Dead the zombies begin to 

remember their human characteristics and can effectively handle weapons and search for 

humans. This evolution, which has supposedly occurred over the narratives of four films, 

leaves human spectators shakily pondering the finite differences between these walking 

undead and the human survivors.

          The distinction is even more difficult to make when comparing vampires to 

humans. In most tales of vampirism, the vampires can easily gain entry to the inner circle 

of a community. They resemble living humans in every way with perhaps the minor 

exceptions of elongated canine teeth and paler skin than most. The most effective way to 

differentiate a vampire from a human is the lack of reflection. As Hamilton Dean and 

John L. Balderston wrote in their 1927 stage version of Dracula, a vampire has no 

reflection because a mirror will not reflect “this man that was” (51). 

          In Richard Matheson’s novel I Am Legend, the main character Robert Neville is 

similarly forced into a situation where he must kill for survival. Following the end of 

World War III, a deadly virus broke out that turned its victims into vampire like beings. 

Everyday Robert Neville, who believes himself to be the last man on earth, drives around 

Compton searching for and killing vampires. When Neville comes across a healthy 

looking woman, he discovers there is a group of survivors who are infected with the virus 

but have a serum that enables them to live relatively normal lives. This group of “others” 
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is threatened by the mythic figure of Robert Neville, as many of their kind have died at 

his hands. When the group eventually catches Neville they execute him for his crimes, 

thereby killing the last real man on the planet. It is Neville’s insistence that he is the last 

“man” on the planet that makes him guilty of the horror that Major Henry West describes 

in 28 Days Later. Neville fails to recognize the infected as human, or at least recently 

human, and ensures his death at the hands of those who still believe themselves to be 

human. 

          Another tale by Matheson, a short story entitled “Dance of the Dead,” illustrates 

human malignity towards its own kind. In particular, Matheson’s story rather eerily 

exemplifies Defoe’s theory about humans desiring others to be “as unhappy or in as bad a 

condition as itself” (152). Matheson’s story begins with a seemingly innocent group of 

college age young adults. Len, Barbara, and Bud are taking “frosh” Peggy to St. Louis for 

the first time. Within the first several paragraphs the reader discovers that Peggy is not 

quite like the others, and has only come along because she was desperately in need of 

some friends. Peggy realizes she has made a serious mistake in her choice of friends 

when she learns that while in St. Louis the group will take her to see the “Loopy’s 

Dance,” or the “Dance of the Dead.” Just before arriving in St. Louis the group brings out 

their plastic nosepieces, as they sing loudly, “Ance in your pants would be a pity! Wear 

your nosies in the city!” (Matheson 108). A note in the text just after this alerts readers 

that “Ance” is “slang for anticivilian germs” (108). Matheson illustrates a St. Louis that is 

in ruins after World War III, and the terrifying aftermath is abhorred by Peggy and 

thoroughly enjoyed by Len, Barbara, and Bud. 

          As the reader soon discovers, the Dance of the Dead is a wildly popular medium of 
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entertainment in which people gather to watch an L.U.P. twitch and convulse in a 

grotesque kind of dance. L.U.P. (which has developed into “Loopy”) stands for “Lifeless 

Undead Phenomenon” (110). When biological warfare broke out during World War III 

“many of the dead troops were found erect and performing the spasmodic gyrations 

which, later, became known as the ‘loopy’s’ (L.U.P.’s) dance” (119). After witnessing 

this tragic scene, and being lunged at by the L.U.P., Peggy passes out. When she awakens 

she is an entirely different person, and has seemingly been infected by the same kind of 

callousness and heartlessness shown by the others. It is then possible to imagine Bud, 

Len, and Barbara as innocent creatures who were once dragged to St. Louis by older 

students and forced to watch the Dance of the Dead. Matheson’s disease here is not a 

physical disease, but something more akin to a spiritual one. The result is a kind of 

mental death, and it occurs not only from the “Ance,” but also from witnessing the effects 

of “Ance” on other humans. 

          Another prevalent example of human cruelty, which is seen in Matheson’s “Dance 

of the Dead” as well as in other stories of the undead, has to do with using the dead as a 

form of entertainment. The title of Matheson’s tale immediately reveals the contradictory 

feel of the whole narrative. “Dance” implies the kind of jollity that is felt by the three 

older students who have already been to St. Louis and seen the show. “Dead” reveals not 

only the physical condition of the residents of St. Louis who have been infected with 

“Ance” but also the spiritual condition of anyone who has watched the undead as a form 

of entertainment. Matheson is not the only one to draw attention to the human cruelty 

involved in using the dead for entertainment. George A. Romero perfectly illustrates the 

horrifying pleasure certain people would receive from the dead as entertainment. In 
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Dawn of the Dead, as the four protagonists fly over open farmland in a helicopter, they 

witness a group of men hunting down the undead. As Stephen says to the others, “Those 

rednecks are probably enjoying this whole thing,” the shot cuts to the men who are 

turning their hunt into a game to be played (Romero, 1979). In Romero’s 2005 

installment, Land of the Dead, there is a nightclub in town where the dead are used in a 

variety of ways. In one area of the club, a zombie stands chained to a wall so that 

customers can have their picture taken next to him. The main attraction to the club, 

however, is the giant cage in the center of the room where two undead will fight each 

other for dinner. 

          A less amusing, but perhaps more significant portrayal of entertainment in death is 

in Ingmar Bergman’s The Seventh Seal, which follows a knight in his travels home from 

the crusades. His physical journey tracks his progress home through the plague-ravaged 

lands of his country. His spiritual journey allows the viewer to witness the knight’s 

struggle with God, Satan, and the belief in an afterlife. In his spiritual journey the knight 

often encounters the personification of Death, and the two engage in a game of chess for 

the knight’s life. One of the companions of the knight (who manages to escape death’s 

clenches at the end of the film) describes seeing the knight and the other companions in a 

kind of dance, being led by death over a hill and into the world beyond. There is further 

use of death and disease in entertainment in the wall paintings of a chapel, which become 

the topic of conversation between the knight’s squire and the artist. Furthermore, during a 

stop at a small village, the knight and his companions encounter a theater group that 

travels through the town portraying the crucifixion as well as screaming terrifying 

warnings of plague and impending doom. Bergman’s very human and incredibly cruel 
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portrayal of death in this film (played by Bengt Ekerot) falls perfectly in line with the 

formula of people killing people. Death’s physical involvement in human death (in his 

chess game with the knight, or sawing down the tree holding a jester) makes him much 

more human and murderous than the traditional spiritual portrayal. It is not the plague or 

even God that takes the life of the knight, it is visually a man dressed in black and 

carrying a scythe who calls himself Death. 

          These instances of cruelty are seen over and over in tales of infectious disease. This 

concept of people treating others maliciously or even killing other people is not anything 

new. After all, murder is one of the oldest sins in this world. However, it is the fact that in 

plague narratives and historical accounts that are already largely focused on death and 

dying, authors and filmmakers make sure they illustrate the human hand in all of this. 

While most of the time people discuss disease as being terrifying because there is so little 

human control over it, consider the instance in which there is only human control. 

Consider creating, housing, and using disease as a weapon, even in a rudimentary way 

such as tossing plague-laden blankets and clothes over walls to enemies. While disease 

was originally and is still largely a natural force, there is an eerie human element in an 

epidemic and the way we so naturally, whether intentionally or not, pass it from one to 

another.
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Quarantine
Sergeant Farrell: Just imagine. Just think about it. How could infection cross the 
oceans? How could it cross the mountains and the rivers? They stopped it. Right now 
TVs are playing and planes are flying in the sky and the rest of the world is continuing 
like fucking normal. Think. Actually think about it! What would you do with a diseased 
little island? They quarantined us.

28 Days Later (2003)

          One of the more visible themes in plague literature and film is that of quarantine 

and how it affects the community of people who are subjected to it. The history of 

quarantine reaches back as far as the fourteenth century when the first quarantines were 

imposed in an effort to protect port cities from the plague. Ships suspected of carrying an 

infectious disease would be forced to wait in port for forty days before landing (Centers 

For Disease Control and Prevention). The word “quarantine” comes from the Italian 

word “quarantina” meaning literally a space of forty days. Daniel Defoe gives an 

interesting note on why forty days is sufficient time for a quarantine: “Forty days is, one 

would think, too long for nature to struggle with such an enemy as this, and not conquer 

it or yield to it” (A Journal of the Plague Year 194). However, to the people in quarantine 

it means much more than a simple period of time that they must wait out. To those in 

quarantine it means being trapped in a confined space with something that has the 

potential to kill its victims. Considering this as a broader, more realistic definition of 

quarantine, the subject appears incredibly often in film and literature.

          Presently, in the United States, the federal government is responsible for 

“preventing the introduction, transmission, and spread of communicable diseases from 

foreign countries” according to the Public Health Service Act of 1944 (Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention). While governments claim responsibility for all of these 
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preventative measures, their reaction in a serious worldwide pandemic has rarely been 

tested. Two films that examine the government’s potential failings in protecting citizens 

from disease are 28 Days Later and 28 Weeks Later. In the former, Jim’s natural reaction 

is to ask what the government is doing and he is insistent that even they must be “in a 

bunker or a plane” (Boyle, 2003). With societal dependency on government protection in 

the event of an epidemic, there is an expectation that the protection will never fail. What 

Jim painstakingly points out to us is that federal workers are not necessarily immune to 

infectious diseases, and that is a reality with which society must come to terms.

          Quarantine leaves its mark on the people living through it, and there seem to be 

different aspects that make themselves visible in film and literature. The most noticeable 

of these aspects is the sense of claustrophobia that becomes apparent in the characters and 

communities under quarantine. What has become clear is that it is generally in the nature 

of man to desire freedom. When quarantine or other protective measures are imposed, 

human nature encourages man to break free from this oppression, no matter how 

protective. The best example of this is from Daniel Defoe’s A Journal of the Plague Year 

and the restrictions imposed there and the community’s reaction to it. Defoe describes 

actions taken by the local government in which the homes of infected people were shut 

up with entire families inside. Most often this involved an infected family member being 

shut inside with healthy people, which almost inevitably resulted in the death of the entire 

family. Defoe illustrates the attitudes of one family placed under quarantine in one 

passage, “This oppressed them so with anger and grief, and, as before, straitened them 

also so much as to room, and for want of breathing and free air, that most of the family 

fell sick…” (Defoe 156). Generally what this leads to is the tendency for those who are 
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shut up in their houses to find a means of escape and flee the city of London, often taking 

the infection with them.

          Throughout A Journal of the Plague Year there is much discussion about human 

nature and what the natural reaction is for humans in an epidemic. Defoe’s narrator, H.F., 

makes the case that humans never enjoy being confined, but are particularly distraught by 

quarantine when they are infected. He describes the cries of the infected people because 

they have been:

 …either shut in or perhaps tied to their beds and chairs, to prevent their 

doing themselves hurt, and who would make a dreadful outcry at their 

being confined, and at their being not permitted to die at large, as they 

called it, and as they would have done before. (Defoe 161) 

          Another characteristic that accompanies quarantine is the isolation felt by the 

community as its interaction, communication, and free travel to the outside world 

becomes severed. Nowhere in literature is this isolation more poignantly captured than in 

Albert Camus’ The Plague, where the separation of husband and wife, parent and child, 

as well as lovers and friends is detailed through the narration of Rieux, the doctor fighting 

the plague on the front lines in the town of Oran. Rieux exposes the longings of Oran’s 

townspeople and the effects of the quarantine on the town:

Thus the first thing that plague brought to our town was exile…Always a 

moment came when we had to face the fact that no trains were coming in. 

And then we realized that the separation was destined to continue… 

(Camus 65)

In Camus’ novel the people in the town of Oran are forbidden to write to people on the
outside, lest their letters carry the infection outside the town. Other stories of quarantine 
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reveal societal dependence on communication with the outside world. In George A. 

Romero’s Night of the Living Dead, the main characters have quarantined themselves 

inside an abandoned farmhouse to hide from the walking undead who are terrorizing the 

country. For much of the movie the characters are huddled around the television and 

radio in an attempt to glean the smallest amount of information or advice on what to do. 

When the power fails and the characters are left without lights, let alone any means of 

communication, the desperation is palpable. The abrupt loss of power becomes more 

symbolic than literal, as the plans and preparations the characters have made seem to 

unravel just as instantly. 

          In addition to the severed ties to the outside world, the quarantined community now 

also has a relationship to the disease that cannot be ignored by others. In a modern 

society there is generally economic as well as social interdependence between 

communities. One of the most devastating effects of quarantine is that the outside world 

turns its back on the infected community. As Rieux explains in The Plague, “…that 

outside world, which can always offer an escape from everything, they shut their eyes to 

it” (Camus 67).  In a quarantined community everyone is exposed to the disease and will 

either become infected and die, or they will live. But from the perspective of an 

uninfected outside world, individuals seem to lose their identity inside a quarantine. 

Every person inside a quarantine has the potential to both be infected and to infect others; 

every person in a quarantine is considered dangerous to the outside world. In Night of the 

Living Dead, Ben, the only person to live until morning, is killed by “rescue groups” 

killing the infected with shotguns. The outside world was unable to distinguish Ben from 

the undead zombies around him because of his association with the disease, and his night 
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spent in quarantine. 

          Camus describes very accurately the art of “waiting” in quarantine, and the 

perception of time for those who are confined. Little is left to members of a quarantined 

community except for waiting. The townspeople of Oran spend much of their quarantine 

taking “aimless walks” or dreaming about the return of loved ones. The theme of waiting 

and time seems to come up in endless films about infectious disease. In a recent film 

entitled 30 Days of Night, the residents of Barrow, Alaska are virtually quarantined in 

their town for a month without the sun. This year when the sun goes down, a group of 

vampires ravage the town and kill all but a few inhabitants. Time and waiting play pivotal 

roles in this plot as the survivors must find a way to survive for thirty days until the sun 

returns. In 28 Days Later, the soldiers who send out a radio broadcast claiming to have 

the “answer to infection” begin to question what the point is in waiting. Their leader, 

Major Henry West, explains this logic to Jim, saying:

                         Eight days ago I found Jones with his gun in his mouth. He said he 

                         was going to kill himself because there was no future. What could I 

 say to him? We fight off the infected or wait until they starve to death. 

Then what? What do nine men do but wait to die themselves? (Boyle, 

2003)

This impatience that is apparent to onlookers reveals that there are really very few 

options left to the community in quarantine.

          In Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Masque of the Red Death,” the theme of waiting is 

further emphasized by the eerie portrayal of the passage of time. When Prospero holds a 

grand masquerade ball for the guests in his quarantine, the abbey is turned into a 
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“voluptuous scene” with a giant clock at the center of the scene (Poe 252). The clock tolls 

every hour and the sound of it brings all of the reveler’s to a complete standstill. The 

clock operates to remind the revelers that their time is both limited and unending. The 

tolling is very much like a countdown to death, but also the stark reminder that their 

quarantine, even with its parties, allows them nothing but time until the end. At the stroke 

of midnight the Red Death appears and first takes Prospero, and then takes all of his 

guests in turn; the whole event lasts less than a half an hour.

          Survivors of a pandemic left without a community or a physical quarantine often 

revert to emotional isolation, quarantining feelings so that they cannot resurface. In the 

beginning of the film 28 Days Later, the three survivors – Mark, Selena, and Jim – are 

rarely shown in a shot together. The cinematography reveals their isolation and loneliness 

by keeping each of them separated. If two figures are shown together in the same shot 

then it is through other means, such as reflection. As the characters become more 

emotionally attached and physically dependent on one another, their cinematic barriers 

begin to crumble as well; in the latter part of the film there are shots in which Jim, 

Selena, and Hannah can all be seen standing together. Selena becomes the model of 

emotional isolation in the first part of the film, placing her own physical survival over 

any emotional attachment she could forge. Selena exemplifies one type of reaction to 

quarantine. Because of the pandemic she has witnessed, she asserts that “plans are 

pointless” (Boyle, 2003). The speaker of Brian Henry’s poem Quarantine sees little point 

in speaking during quarantine. The speaker states, “always talking singing telling stories / 

as if death as if pain as if joy / could be postponed avoided found / by the words 

buttressed against the quiet” (Henry 27). A character from Camus’ The Plague describes 
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another possible reason for a self-imposed isolation. Cottard, a loner who actually takes 

delight in the plague and the quarantine, “has an insight into the anomalies in the lives of 

the people here who, though they have an instinctive craving for human contacts, can’t 

bring themselves to yield to it, because of the mistrust that keeps them apart” (Camus 

178). 

          In A Journal of the Plague Year, Defoe’s narrator describes his own self-imposed 

quarantine as well as relating stories of others who had shut themselves in. This act of 

self-preservation does not always ensure survival, as is seen in Night of the Living Dead 

when Cooper greedily tries to keep his family locked in the basement for protection. One 

of the central conflicts of the film is about hiding in the basement or the upstairs. As it 

turns out, neither option serves the characters well. In Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Masque of 

the Red Death,” Prince Prospero locks himself in his abbey with selected nobility from 

the town. Prospero’s longing for self-preservation is stronger than any concern for his 

community, and the consequences of this greed are disastrous. During a party in the 

abbey, the Red Death does appear and decimates the entire community of people.

          Under the strain of physical quarantine and isolation, often individuals can no 

longer function with others in a “normal” way. In the most recent film adaptation of I Am 

Legend, Robert Neville has lived alone in New York City for three years and depends on 

his dog and a group of mannequins for social interaction. When other survivors show up, 

Neville’s ability to interact with them is hindered by his long isolation. Neville’s 

quarantine however is not government sanctioned, or even self-imposed; it is literally 

Neville’s only path to survival. 

           In addition to the presence of a physical and psychological quarantine in most 
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films and narratives dealing with infectious disease, there is quarantine that exists on a 

metaphorical level as well. In vampire lore there is the quarantine of day or night, 

depending on the character. In F.W. Murnau’s 1922 silent film Nosferatu, the insert titles 

reveal quarantine throughout the film. After spending a restless night in Count Dracula’s 

castle, Harker awakes and “felt himself freed from the oppressions of the night” (Murnau, 

1922). During the night, Harker is under the power of Dracula and is unable to flee or 

resist, leaving him vulnerable. The sunrise brings new hope and enough power for the 

victim to attempt escape or to fight. In the traditional vampire tale, this nightly surge of 

power for the vampire leaves victims trapped inside a confined space (usually inside a 

castle or large English estate) with a creature that has the power to kill them. A vampire 

is also subject to quarantine, however. When the sun rises and the vampire returns to his 

lair, he is confined inside his coffin. While some variations on the traditional lore will 

remove the aspect of the coffin, in all stories involving vampirism sunlight is the 

deadliest weapon against a vampire. This restraint of time, or only being mobile and 

capable during either the day or night, indicates a kind of quarantine that keeps the 

vampire and the disease he represents at bay. 

          Quarantine is generally one of the first actions imposed by a government in a 

country suffering an epidemic of an infectious disease. It is a difficult and terrifying issue 

because it is a necessary component of government plans, and is meant to save lives. 

However it is in the nature of a quarantine to trap people inside, therefore making their 

existence rely on the virility and morbidity of the disease. A physical quarantine gives 

rise to emotional as well as psychological isolation, claustrophobia, a feeling of 

abandonment by the government or the outside world or even by family members, and 
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most importantly a feeling of defiance and the will to break free of quarantine. Often a 

human will even impose quarantine upon oneself in an act of self-preservation. However, 

even in these circumstances, when disease is so rampant that humans self-impose 

quarantine, it contradicts human nature and changes all of the rules in the game of 

survival.
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“The Blood is the Life”

Count Dracula: Blood! Your precious blood!

Nosferatu (1922)

Selena: It was a virus. Infection. You didn’t need a doctor to tell you that. It was the 
blood, or something in the blood. 

28 Days Later (2003)

Spike: Blood is life, lack-brain. Why do you think we eat it? It's what keeps you going. 
Makes you warm. Makes you hard. Makes you other than dead.

Buffy the Vampire Slayer (2001)

Most strikingly in vampire lore, but also unarguably a driving force in most tales 

of infectious disease, is the importance of blood. The belief that a being’s life force is 

contained within their blood is incredibly old, but perhaps the Old Testament of the Bible 

makes the clearest connection. “For the life of the flesh is in the blood: and I have given 

it to you upon the altar to make an atonement for your souls” (The Holy Bible, Lev. 17). 

There are also these words which give interesting meaning to vampire and zombie lore: 

“Only be sure that thou eat not the blood: for the blood is the life; and thou mayest not eat 

the life with the flesh” (The Holy Bible, Deut. 12). Apart from the apparent spiritual 

connection between blood and life, the biological importance of blood in living beings 

cannot be underestimated. While it is the amalgamation of various systems in the human 

body that allow life to occur, the association with a living being and a beating heart 

seems to have particular importance. Since it is the function of the heart to move blood 

throughout the human body, the two are incontrovertibly connected. Blood vessels carry 

oxygen to every part of the body, thereby providing the “flesh” with life. 

The importance of blood in terms of infectious disease is in the means of 
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transmission from human to human, or how contagion spreads. Some infectious diseases 

can be airborne (spread through the air by coughing or sneezing) as in the case of 

pneumonic plague. In recent literature and films, however, the focus on diseases such as 

Ebola and AIDS that are transmitted solely through blood and fluids reveals the societal 

anxiety of diseases so closely tied to the human life force. Ebola Hemorrhagic Fever, 

which represents a deadly threat to humans, given its high morbidity and the mystery 

surrounding its origins, relies on direct contact with bodily fluids for transmission. While 

it would seem easy enough to avoid coming into contact with the fluids of someone 

known to be infected, it is the violent symptoms of this particular disease that make fluid 

control so difficult. As the disease rages inside the patient’s body, the symptoms become 

increasingly worse as bleeding, diarrhea, and vomiting all become an uncontrollable 

biohazard. 

The loss of control of these symptoms is illustrated in 28 Days Later, which may 

not always be viewed as the most accurate representation of disease. In one scene a 

“Rage” infected individual breaks into the house and promptly vomits into the face of a 

healthy person, who within seconds is infected with the same contagion. Earlier in the 

film, a single drop of blood from a dead body falls into the eye of Frank, who struggles 

with his rage for less than a minute before succumbing to the virus. These examples 

demonstrate the easy transmission of a blood-based disease that can be spread by 

scratches, bites, or any direct contact with fluids. 

The legitimacy of viewing vampirism as a disease relies on blood as the means of 

transmission in many cases. The causes of vampirism vary based on the origin of the lore, 

but in many cases there is an extravagant process of swapping blood which is sometimes 
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referred to as “siring” and solidifies the transformation which may not occur otherwise. 

For instance, in the novels of Anne Rice as well as in the universe of Buffy the Vampire 

Slayer, a healthy human must be drained of blood nearly to the point of death, and then 

they must drink the blood of the vampire. In 30 Days of Night, vampirism is confirmed as 

a disease when the main character, Eben, injects himself with the blood of a vampire so 

that he can have the strength to fight off the others. The way Eben’s vampiric features 

grow steadily until his death (when the sun rises the next morning) is a perfect illustration 

as the disease-like qualities of the vampire. 

The verse from Deuteronomy states that one may “not eat the life with the flesh.” 

This introduces us to the concepts of consuming flesh (which is what zombies are prone 

to do) and consuming life (which is generally what vampires do). There is an inherent 

difference between the two, although they often overlap. Over the course of four films 

made by George A. Romero, there is a question raised that becomes incredibly relevant: 

why do the undead eat living humans, but not each other? What becomes obvious in 

Dawn of the Dead is that the undead need to consume flesh for sustenance, but they do 

not eat each other. Even the walking dead can differentiate between flesh that contains 

life (blood) and that which doesn’t. The zombies of Romero’s films seek flesh that still 

contains blood, for the obvious reason that it helps them sustain life, even if it is a half-

life, or an un-death.

While most portrayals of vampires would point to the contrary, there is actually a 

close link between the vampire and the zombie. The vampire also consumes life from 

living humans, but they are less greedy and obvious about it than zombies. Vampires 

drain the blood, or the life force, from humans; they take only what they need to sustain 
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their half-life, instead of eating all that they can of the body like a zombie. What remains 

different about the vampire is the higher degree of intelligence. Vampires are always 

depicted as beings that are undead, but still fully capable of human speech and normal 

human behavior. Zombies have generally lost this capability and are illustrated as 

bumbling idiotic beings that only physically resemble humans. Writers and directors also 

acknowledge the connections between the zombie and the vampire; or at least George A. 

Romero does. In Day of the Dead, in the laboratory where Dr. Logan is desperately trying 

to train a zombie to behave like a normal human, there is a copy of Stephen King’s 

Salem’s Lot sitting on the table. King’s story about a small town that is plagued by a 

vampire is a perfectly relevant piece of literature for Dr. Logan to give to his zombie to 

help him remember what it was like to be human. There is amusing irony in using a story 

about vampires to teach a zombie how to behave. One can imagine that the zombie is the 

outspoken, misbehaved child and the vampire is the older sibling used as a model for 

good behavior (all the while pulling faces behind the mother’s back). 

There are further inherent differences between zombies and vampires that become 

complicated and are ultimately impossible to pull completely apart. The importance of 

examining these two breeds of “monsters” is as simple as examining two different ways 

to portray the undead. But with either version, the spread of the undead is almost always 

compared to the spread of a disease, and in most cases the undead are a type of disease. 

In Deane and Balderston’s theatrical version of Dracula, this consumption of life 

is even given a name, to support its legitimacy as a disease. Renfield, the psychopathic 

ward of Seward’s Sanatorium, has recently acquired the habit of eating flies and spiders. 

The appearance of this peculiar behavior coincides (unbeknownst to Seward and the other 
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main characters) with Count Dracula’s arrival in England. According to Seward and his 

mentor Van Helsing, Renfield suffers from “Zoophagus” that is defined as “life eating 

mania” (Balderston and Deane 9). Renfield believes he is consuming much more than the 

“flesh” of spiders and flies; he is consuming “souls” (16). 

In Bram Stoker’s Dracula, the importance of blood is portrayed in the large 

number of blood transfusions that occur in the novel. Every male character in the story 

rolls up his sleeve and opens a vein in an attempt to save the life of Lucy Westenra and 

later Mina Harker. The belief that blood will save Lucy’s life stems from both the 

scientific and religious importance of blood. The attempts of these kindly men are 

ultimately useless, as Dracula drains every ounce of blood they put into Lucy’s body. 

Ironically, their attempts actually sustain his life and destroy Lucy’s.

Blood is so strongly connected to giving life that in some tales it has the power to 

give ghosts or spirits a temporary flesh. Spirits can obtain a “new life” if they consume 

the blood of the living. This concept is present in a short story by F. Marion Crawford 

entitled “For The Blood Is The Life.” In this tale the spirit of a young woman drains the 

blood of a young man, giving her enough “life” to make herself visible to the living from 

a distance. The appearance of this specter of course increases curiosity and the spirit lures 

countless others to this tomb-shaped rock where she can obtain the blood she needs to 

“live.”

With the release of 28 Days Later on DVD also came the opportunity to watch 

three alternate endings to the version seen in theatres. The last of these, the one deemed 

“the radical ending,” is most fascinating because its flaws stem from a reliance on blood, 

and the purity of one’s blood. The director and writer asked the question: what if the four 
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main characters -- Jim, Selena, Frank, and Hannah -- had never met the soldiers? What if 

we take the film in a new direction beginning with Frank’s infection? The results of these 

questions are an interesting series of storyboards, amusingly voiced by Danny Boyle and 

Alex Garland, that becomes problematic near the end. In this version, instead of being 

shot to death by the soldiers, Frank is beaten senseless and tied up by Jim. They retreat to 

some kind of medical facility in which a mysterious survivor reveals that the only way to 

save Frank is by a full body blood transfusion given by a healthy human with matching 

blood type. Then Boyle interrupts the scene to interject his thoughts on how this could 

not possibly work. If a single drop of blood has the ability to infect Frank in less than a 

minute, then a blood transfusion is practically useless. Boyle says mockingly, “What are 

you going to do, clean out every capillary and vein with bleach before making the 

transfusion?” (Boyle, 2003). Boyle’s remarks illustrate the immense potential of even a 

single drop of blood: to give life or to take it away. 

In 28 Weeks Later, there is a similar importance for blood, but this time it is more 

closely tied to issues of heredity. When Andy and Tam’s mother, Alice, is discovered 

outside the London quarantine she is immediately taken to the medical facility to be 

tested. Alice, who was given up for dead by her husband, is positive for the “Rage” virus. 

As military scientist Scarlet discovers, Alice was bitten by an infected, has the infection 

in her blood, but does not show any symptoms of the disease. Alice’s blood could hold 

the key to an antidote or vaccine, but she still has the potential to infect others. Before 

medical teams can do further testing, she has infected her husband and set off the chain of 

infection which will result in the second decimation of London. After escaping the 

London quarantine with Andy and Tam, Scarlet explains to Sergeant Doyle why she must 
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protect the children. “Their mother had very special blood, a natural kind of immunity to 

the virus. And not all genetic traits are passed on, you know they can skip a generation or 

vanish all together…” (Fresnadillo, Juan Carlos, dir. 28 Weeks Later. Scr. Rowan Joffe. 

Fox Atomic, 2007). The audience is aware, then, that Andy has potentially inherited more 

than just varying iris color from his mother; he may have inherited an immunity to the 

“Rage” virus. When Andy is bitten by his father but does not exhibit the symptoms of an 

infected person, the audience assumes Andy is a “carrier” (Fresnadillo, 2007). Andy can 

remain normal, but has the potential to infect others. Based on the open ending of the 

film, in which a brief video clip shows the infected running through Paris, the audience 

can assume that this is exactly what has happened.

In both the novel and each of the subsequent film versions of Richard Matheson’s 

I Am Legend, the importance of immunity and pure blood is prevalent. In the novel 

Robert Neville’s immunity to what he has named the “vampiris bacillus” is a result of a 

bite from a vampire bat that he received years ago. In the first cinematic retelling of 

Matheson’s novel, Vincent Price as Robert Morgan in The Last Man On Earth places his 

hope for a cure in the purity of his own blood. Twice he uses a blood transfusion in an 

attempt to cure the disease that has ravaged the rest of the world. He first tries to cure a 

dog that has been attacked by the undead that roam the neighborhood, and then tries to 

cure a woman who is infected with the germ that wiped out the population, but who is not 

a vampire. What the Robert Neville/Morgan character discovers in both the novel I Am 

Legend and the film The Last Man On Earth is that there is a whole society of people 

who are still alive, but infected with the virus. The impurity of their blood and their 

nearly vampiric symptoms, are what causes Neville/Morgan to kill their kind. He does 
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not distinguish between vampires and humans: all he sees is infection. The connection 

with blood is also important to the next film version of Matheson’s novel, The Omega 

Man. The vampiric imagery throughout the film reveals its roots in the swapping of blood 

and infections. In the most recent film version, titled the same as the novel, Will Smith as 

Robert Neville uses his own blood (which he understands to be immune to the virus) to 

create a series of compounds that are ultimately successful in curing the virus.

Biologically and thematically speaking, blood is so closely tied to both life and 

death that its impact is felt throughout disease literature. Its biological and life-giving 

purposes are seen most dramatically in vampire tales in which the blood gives life to the 

vampire and the loss of it drains the life of the victim. However, it is also tied into the 

flesh-eating ways of the zombie; they consume the flesh as well as the blood. And the ties 

between blood and disease are paramount, especially when considering diseases like 

Ebola and AIDS, whose transmission depends on the exchange of bodily fluids. Whether 

the blood brings life, ensures death, transmits disease, or contains a cure, its importance is 

echoed repeatedly throughout disease lore. 
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Abandonment and The Parentless Child

Jim: I think they're good people.
Selena: Good people?
Jim: Yeah.
Selena: Well, that's nice, but you should be more concerned about whether or not they're 
gonna slow you down.
Jim: Right. Because if they slowed you down —
Selena: I'd leave them behind.
Jim: In a heartbeat.
Selena: Yeah.
Jim: I wouldn't.
Selena: Then you're gonna wind up getting yourself killed.

28 Days Later (2003)

In Daniel Defoe’s A Journal of the Plague Year one of the major themes in the 

novel is that of abandonment, beginning with families abandoning the sick members of 

their family, and continuing with residents abandoning their cities, priests abandoning 

their congregations, and parents abandoning their children. Defoe is not the only author 

to bring this reaction to the plague into the light. Albert Camus’ The Plague reveals an 

entire town’s insecurities at having been abandoned by the outside world. Other novels 

and films depict husbands abandoning wives and portray families that were once 

complete but are now broken because of plague. This heavily drawn upon theme reveals 

to readers and film viewers that there is no place for family in the time of plague. 

Individuals seek only self-preservation, and are generally not concerned about the well 

being of families and friends. In the few exceptions where there is a family portrayed in 

plague-time, the family will often not survive intact to the end of the narrative. 

Abandonment leads to a fear of isolation and the formation of new communities that are 

different from the traditional family. Often in stories of pandemic, mostly those that are 

apocalyptic or post-apocalyptic in nature, individuals form new communities based on 
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who is left alive after the plague has done its work. 

Gregory A. Waller adds an interesting theory to the theme of abandonment. His 

analysis of Bram Stoker’s Dracula reveals more than just abandonment, but the broken 

family and parentless child. He reminds the reader that nearly all of the characters in the 

novel are orphans, and even those parents present in the novel die early on in the 

narrative. Waller states that, “into the vacuum left by dead or dying parents steps Dr. 

Abraham Van Helsing, a surrogate father who redeems Lucy, [and] unites the orphaned 

children” (The Living and the Undead 34). Waller attributes the success of the “vampire 

hunters” to the guidance that comes from Van Helsing, and he does indeed seem 

essential. In narratives where the position of the father figure or protector is not filled, 

there is much more danger, and much more susceptibility to failure. 

Defoe’s narrator, H.F., describes the shutting up of houses as a belated and 

somewhat meaningless act of the government during the year of the plague in 1665. 

While the efforts were meant to keep infected individuals shut in their homes, many 

times the end result was healthy family members abandoning the infected individual in 

the quarantined house. Legally the “healthy” members were not meant to leave their 

homes either, but the narrator speaks of residents duping law enforcement officers and 

perfecting plans for escape. This ultimately caused even worse problems when the 

supposedly “healthy” persons escape into the countryside to spread the disease there. 

In Edgar Allan Poe’s tale of plague, “The Masque of the Red Death,” the story 

begins with abandonment. “The Red Death” has already “long devastated the country,” 

and Prince Prospero and his group of nobles have already retreated to the security of 

Prospero’s abbey. Although Prospero abandons the town he is meant to rule over and 
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protect, his retreat does not protect him from the “Red Death.” The “Red Death” destroys 

Prospero and everyone with him as it enters the castle during a masquerade ball. While 

Poe’s fictional tale relies on personification of the disease and has other slightly 

unrealistic aspects, the bulk of the narrative is borrowed from plague diaries kept by 

authors such as Petrarch and Bocaccio (Aberth 2-16). The messages of these excerpts 

from real plague time diaries are that abandonment and self-preservation matter very 

little; the plague will kill whom it needs to kill. 

The issue of an entire town being abandoned is not only present in Poe’s tale, but 

also one of the major themes of Albert Camus’ The Plague. The gates of the town of 

Oran are shut in an act of quarantine, in an effort to seal the plague and any who may 

have it inside the town. The first thoughts of the residents are those of panic. They are 

unable to reach family and friends who may have been only on a brief errand out of town 

when the gates were shut. This sense of longing continues for a long time, but the longing 

is eventually replaced by a feeling of abandonment. “Thus the first thing that plague 

brought to our town was exile” (Camus 65). The narrator relates the clear division the 

physical gates cause between Oran and the rest of the world. And as time goes on and 

nearly a year passes without the plague’s showing any sign of abating, the residents of the 

town begin to feel forgotten by the outside world, and the few loved ones left on the other 

side. The narrator speaks of how the outside world “shut their eyes” to the horrors 

occurring inside Oran. 

In Danny Boyle’s 2003 film, 28 Days Later, the theme of abandonment and 

broken families is very present. From the first shot, after the opening title appears on the 

screen, the audience can see that the main character, Jim, has been abandoned in a 
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hospital. This may be a rare instance in which abandonment occurs for unselfish reasons. 

We can assume that a nurse or a doctor locked the door from the outside and slid the key 

under in case Jim ever awoke from his coma. Jim does awake and begins to search the 

city for other people, still not understanding what has happened while he slept. After 

meeting Mark and Selena, Jim convinces them to walk with him to his parents’ home to 

see if they are alive. Jim finds his parents dead in their bedroom; the bottle of wine and 

mysterious pills on the bedside table provides the evidence that they have killed 

themselves. On the back of a picture of Jim as a child they have written this note to their 

son: “With endless love we left you sleeping. Now we’re sleeping with you. Don’t wake 

up” (Boyle, 2003). It is interesting that Jim’s parents should wish their own son’s death, 

automatically assuming that for him to wake up would be certain death anyway. Jim does 

survive, however, and is “not grateful” for his parent’s peaceful departure, perhaps 

resenting their abandonment. 

Shortly after this scene, Selena kills Mark because he has been bitten by an 

infected. Jim is stunned and horrified by the lack of hesitation Selena shows in 

dismembering Mark. On their walk back to London, Jim questions Selena about this. She 

defends her position by saying that, “it could be your brother or your sister or your oldest 

friend. And just so you know where you stand, if it happens to you I would do it in a 

heartbeat” (Boyle, 2003). As they continue their walk they see lights flashing in a tall 

apartment building nearby. On their hike up the many flights of stairs, they hear some of 

the infected break into the stair well, and, though Jim is exhausted they must both now 

run for their lives. The cinematography shows Jim and Selena separately, and it appears 

as though Selena is far ahead of Jim. Jim screams after her frantically, pleading “Selena, 
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wait for me please!” and though she tells him to hurry up, she never slows or waits for 

him (Boyle, 2003). When they reach the top of the stairs, they see Frank for the first time, 

fully dressed in protective gear and ready to beat the infected away. 

Once inside the safety of their flat, Jim and Selena then properly meet Frank and 

Hannah, a father and daughter. While the family has been slightly interrupted by the 

death of Hannah’s mother, it is clear that Frank has protected his daughter as a father 

should, and has no plans to abandon her. Selena and Jim discuss their first impressions of 

Frank and Hannah. Jim offers his opinion that Frank and Hannah are “good people” and 

Selena quickly responds, saying, “Good people?...Well, that’s nice but you should be 

more concerned about whether they’re going to slow you down” (Boyle, 2003). Selena 

makes no pretense about her position: if they slow her down, they get left behind. After 

deciding that the group can no longer stay in London, they pack some necessary items 

and head towards Manchester where they believe there is a functioning Army blockade. 

During their trip to the blockade, the survivors camp in an open field where they appear 

to be safe for the night. 

That night Jim dreams that he wakes up to find that the other three have left him 

and that he is now entirely alone. In his dream, Jim only calls out for Frank and Hannah; 

he never calls for Selena. This is likely because Jim believes Selena really would leave 

him. When Frank pats Jim’s shoulder and says, “Shh, you’re having a bad dream, that’s 

all,” Jim sleepily looks up at Frank and says, “Thanks, Dad” (Boyle, 2003). Jim’s 

inclination to trust Frank and Hannah over Selena may partially be because Frank likely 

had to fight very hard to keep at least part of his family alive. He does not see this 

familial love from Selena (whose family is all dead) or even from his own parents. Jim 
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likely feels much safer with Frank than he ever did with Selena. This solidifies Frank’s 

role in the group as what Waller describes as the “father figure” or a “Van Helsing type.” 

What Frank shares with the character of Van Helsing is a fatherly love for the parentless, 

a strong determination for survival, and necessary knowledge to aid the others. Frank has 

many of the admirable qualities of Van Helsing, but not enough of them to survive 

through to the end of the narrative.

In the climactic scene of the film, where Frank becomes infected and is 

subsequently shot to death by the soldiers surrounding the blockade, the last semblance of 

a real family is broken. Selena and Jim can sense the change of the group dynamic as 

well. Selena says of Hannah, “I don’t want her to have to fucking cope. I want her to be 

okay” (Boyle, 2003). Selena can sense that this is more than just a daughter losing a 

father; it is the last of true blood ties. And since Frank had adopted the protective and 

fatherly attitude towards Jim and Selena as well, they also have lost something important. 

In the remaining scenes of the film, it is Jim’s ability to take on the role of protector, and 

his love for Selena and Hannah that enables the group to stay together. Selena’s gratitude 

to Jim is seen in her frantic attempt to save his life when Major Henry West shoots him in 

the stomach. Selena fiercely fights for Jim’s life (her success varies with different 

versions of the film) instead of leaving him to die, which might have been her response 

just a few days earlier.

Much of the sequel, 28 Weeks Later, focuses on a family that is broken by the 

“Rage Virus” but also due largely to the actions of the patriarch, Don Harris, who leaves 

his wife to be killed in the farmhouse where they are hiding. The theme of abandonment 

is clear from the very first scene of the film; the scene is between a husband and wife, 
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Don and Alice, who have been separated from their children since the beginning of the 

epidemic. Alice momentarily doubts the safety of her children, but Don reassures her, 

reminding her that they paid for them to take a trip, and that they were well out of harm’s 

way. As the audience is introduced to several other characters, we meet Karen, who is 

waiting for her boyfriend Sam to return. He ran away five days earlier, for reasons that 

are unclear to the audience. As Don and Alice sit down to dinner with Karen, and three 

others, there is a panicked knock at the door. When the voice of a child comes through 

from the other side, Alice immediately moves to let the boy in. Don holds her back, 

saying, “Wait, we don’t know who’s out there” (Fresnadillo, 2007). Don’s readiness to 

leave a child to be killed outside shockingly foreshadows the next scene in which chaos 

lets loose, and Don leaves his wife to die. The infected, who have chased the child from a 

nearby town and include the child’s own parents, break into the house and the group 

scatters. When Alice decides she cannot abandon the child, she becomes trapped inside 

an upstairs bedroom with an infected blocking her way to Don, who stands by the only 

door from which she can escape. In a moment of pure self-preservation Don slams the 

door on his wife, shutting her inside the room with the infected, and running for his life. 

Don’s children feel similarly abandoned by their father. After an incredibly brief 

reunion, in which Don tells his children that he saw their mother die, the children go to 

their old house (outside of quarantine) and discover their mother hiding in the attic. Alice 

is alive and uninfected, but is a carrier of the disease, therefore capable of transmitting it. 

Before the military can kill Alice, Don breaks into her holding area to ask for forgiveness 

for abandoning her. As he kisses her he becomes infected with the virus, and in a moment 

of pure rage, kills his wife. With their mother now truly dead, and their father incurably 
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one of the infected, the children, Tam and Andy, are left parentless in a city that is about 

to become incredibly dangerous. Eventually, each of the adult figures that take up Tam 

and Andy’s protection are killed, leaving the siblings to fend for themselves. Tam, the 

older sister of Andy, ultimately takes on a more adult role in the protection of her brother, 

when she kills her infected father. 

The Stand is another book about a plague that wipes out much of the population in 

the United States and tracks several groups of people as they join together to rebuild 

society. While King illustrates through several of his characters the fear of abandonment, 

especially abandonment due to death, he also examines the curious way in which humans 

can forge new relationships. The importance of family is all consuming and what King’s 

novel suggests is that when humans are deprived of their original families it will not take 

them long to develop new ones. Many of the characters in the novel spend days or even 

weeks completely alone before meeting another survivor of the plague. One example of 

this is in the pivotal character of Larry Underwood, who meets Rita Blakemore in New 

York City. The woman is nearly twice Larry’s age, but their desire for companionship is 

so strong that neither of them really takes age into account. After many ups and downs in 

his relationship with Rita, Larry wakes up one morning next to Rita’s dead body. Her 

death continues to haunt him for the remainder of the novel, and his failure to protect and 

care for Rita is ultimately a devastating blow to Larry. When Larry’s second chance 

arrives in the form of a younger woman and a young child, Larry is able to hone his 

protective skills and ultimately becomes the father figure for his newly forged family.

Abandonment, especially in terms of plague and infectious disease, is a natural, 

though admittedly unsettling, reaction. While this essay deals largely in death due to 
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disease, it is fear of death in a general sense that frightens humans. Since the climax of 

the Black Death in the seventeenth century, humans have learned a good deal about 

personal hygiene and how to take care not to become ill. However, it is often the case, 

especially with new viruses, that so little is known about how to cure or even treat an 

infection, that the best remedy is to avoid becoming sick altogether. And largely humans 

stick to this philosophy. In every work about plague from Defoe to Matheson, personal 

health and self-preservation come long before helping others. Matheson’s character, 

Robert Neville, has the best explanation for why this is so. “In spite of having lived with 

death all these years, in spite of having walked a tightrope of existence across an endless 

maw of death…personal death still was a thing beyond comprehension” (Matheson 164). 

In the event of pandemic, self-preservation becomes key, although as witnessed through 

Selena’s character in 28 Days Later, humans will often abandon their intense desire for 

self-preservation. And as seen in The Stand, characters faced with the daunting task of 

rebuilding society will revert back to more humanistic behavior in which their care for 

others often becomes more important than their care for self.
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The Community versus The Individual
“Youth and confidence in his superiority made him contemptuous of these old has-beens.  
Sitting beside the fire he had made his own plans and they didn’t include either of the 
others. He lost both confidence and contempt as he read Sammy’s expression.”

“Fresh Guy,” E.C. Tubb

“Robert Neville looked out over the new people of the earth. He knew he did not belong 
to them; he knew that, like the vampires, he was anathema and black terror to be 
destroyed. And, abruptly, the concept came, amusing to him even in his pain…I am 
legend.”

I Am Legend, Richard Matheson

Gregory A. Waller, in his study of conflict in The Living and the Undead, takes a 

very close look at the themes tying together narratives about the undead. One of the 

themes he points to that arises in Bram Stoker’s novel Dracula and can be found in a 

large number of other novels and films is the inherent conflict between individuals and 

communities. Waller states that “the isolated individual cannot halt the progress of the 

vampire” and this easily applies to many films and narratives about disease as well (The 

Living and the Undead 33). Waller uses this section of his treatise to discuss Dracula and 

specifically the limitations that the individual characters have until they are united as 

“vampire hunters” under the fatherly guidance of Abraham Van Helsing. This concept of 

individual powerlessness against a community becomes particularly interesting in post-

apocalyptic narratives when a reconstruction of society is necessary. Throughout these 

narratives, time and again, the individual fails, while those who are part of a larger group 

prevail and are successful in rebuilding society.

The way in which individualism is viewed varies with each narrative. In some 

cases, I Am Legend for instance, the individual is viewed as a positive and his ultimate 

demise is considered negative for the audience. In other cases the individual is seen as a 
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negative force, and it is the power of the community as a whole that is viewed in a 

positive light. In narratives such as “The Masque of the Red Death,” “Fresh Guy,” and 

The Stand, the focus is on how communities work positively against the negative and 

selfish qualities of individuals.  

As Elana Gomel points out in her article “The Plague of Utopias: Pestilence and 

the Apocalyptic Body,” contagions do not attack individuals, they attack communities. 

She states that, “contagion strikes with no regard for the individuality of the victim” 

(Gomel 412). It is never the lone individual who suffers during an epidemic, but a whole 

group of people. The narrative in which this communal suffering is best seen is in Albert 

Camus’ The Plague, through the suffering of the people of Oran. In that instance the tale 

of the entire community is told through the eyes of individuals, but each of those 

individuals lays aside their own needs and desires to come to the aid of the community. 

Camus’ characters exemplify the better part of human nature or the way humans are 

meant to behave during an epidemic. However, in a world where individualism is 

normally prized, humans have a hard time laying aside personal needs for the good of 

others. Other plague narratives are not as optimistic as Camus’ tight knit community.

In E.C. Tubb’s “Fresh Guy,” a “Big Bang” has driven human survivors 

underground. The last remaining beings on earth are a werewolf, a ghoul, and a vampire. 

The story opens in a cemetery where Sammy, the ghoul, is playing “knucklebones” on 

the “The Tombstone” (Tubb 139). It is eventually revealed that the humans are hiding 

under the tombstone, which implies to the audience that despite the faith these 

supernatural beings have, there are no humans left alive underground. As Sammy sits in 

the graveyard, Smith enters in a state of shock, not understanding what has happened to 
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him or the world. Sammy, who understands exactly what has happened to Smith, informs 

him that he is a vampire. When Boris (the vampire who turned Smith) and Lupe (the 

werewolf) enter the scene it becomes very clear that Smith is far too “fresh” to fit into 

this society. Sammy, Boris, and Lupe often refer to “the Agreement” which is a formal 

agreement between the three not to harm each other, but instead help each other until the 

humans come back above ground. The author’s use of the word “parasite” to describe the 

three beings alerts readers to the fact that these three cannot survive forever without 

humans to feed on. 

Smith, who is far too engrossed in his new state of being, brings in many radical 

ideas and is unwilling to play by the rules. When Lupe informs Sammy that there is a 

single, female ghoul living several miles from the graveyard, Sammy laments that he 

does not have the strength to make the journey. During Lupe and Sammy’s conversation, 

Smith’s taunting and indolence become more intense until the others become so annoyed 

with him that they agree to suspend “the Agreement” just this once. The end of the tale 

has Smith fleeing from Sammy, but “he didn’t get far” (Tubb 154). Smith is a perfect 

example of an individual being in an apocalyptic world who cannot seem to come to 

terms with the greater community. 

An individual at odds with a community is the central conflict of I Am Legend, in 

which Robert Neville believes he is the last man on the planet. The story opens after a 

deadly germ has killed most of the inhabitants of earth, and made vampires of the others. 

Neville appears to be the only human who is not infected with the disease. According to 

Neville, those remaining are not human: they are vampires. In the strictest sense, he is 

correct, in that those remaining are not human. However, by grouping together all the 
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remaining beings and labeling them “vampire,” he fails to take into account another 

group. When he meets Ruth, a member of this group, he cannot decide whether she is 

infected or not. The members of Ruth’s society are infected with the germ, but have 

developed drugs to combat the vampiric side effects of the illness. They retain a few 

vampiric characteristics, such as pale skin and an aversion to garlic, but can function and 

rebuild civilization as normal humans. Neville, who stalks vampires from house to house 

every day, has never differentiated between full vampires and these sick humans. In the 

process of vampire hunting, he kills many of the members of this new community, and as 

a result, they call for his destruction. When the group finally catches Robert Neville he is 

executed for his crimes against the people of the community. At the close of the book, he 

waits in his cell and looks out at a new race, and he knows that as an uninfected 

individual he can never be a real part of this society. His situation is remarkably similar 

to that of Smith’s in “Fresh Guy” in that a community is willing to sacrifice an 

individual, particularly when it serves the needs to the community at large. In both 

instances, the individualized characters of Smith and Neville pose a threat to the 

community and are sacrificed out of necessity. 

At the other end of the spectrum is the portrayal of individuals and communities 

in Stephen King’s The Stand. King’s novel brutally rejects the role of the individual, 

sanctifying the growth of the community. While a surface reading of the novel may 

reveal two communities in conflict with each other, a close analysis shows that at the 

heart of the tale there is a sharp criticism of any human who claims power over other 

humans. The character guiltiest of this is Randall Flagg, whose rule over a community of 

people is comparable to the reign of Hitler or Stalin. The continual degradation of the 
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people under his rule leads to the ultimate destruction of the entire community, when a 

deranged member brings a nuclear warhead to the town as a tribute to Flagg. In the other 

community, where an emphasis is placed more on the group as a whole, there is a rebirth 

of American society and the opportunity for survival.

At the heart of this theme of individuals versus communities is the simple loss of 

individualism in plague time. One reason for this is given in both Defoe and Camus in 

their description of mass burial for plague victims; there are literally carts filled with 

nameless, faceless bodies. Elana Gomel states that these mass burials, “as opposed to the 

elaborate funeral rites of ordinary times, underscores the brutal stripping away of identity 

in death” (413). But more than loss of personal identity plague brings about the growth of 

a community identity, however unfortunate the circumstances. In an epidemic there is a 

perception that the disease consumes the entire community, no matter the individual 

deaths or mortality rate. Ultimately it is the community that suffers quarantine, infection, 

and perhaps death, and while some individuals survive the community cannot remain 

unchanged.
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The Apocalyptic Ending 
“Looking down at Peter he thought: Maybe if we tell him what happened, he’ll tell his  
own children. Warn them. Dear children, the toys are death – they’re flashburns and 
radiation sickness and black, choking plague. These toys are dangerous; the devil in 
men’s brains guided the hands of God when they were made. Don’t play with these toys,  
dear children, please, not ever. Not ever again. Please…please learn the lesson. Let this  
empty world be your copybook.”

The Stand, Stephen King

“This is the way the world ends / Not with a bang but a whimper.”

    “The Hollow Men,” T.S. Eliot

A recent article in Time magazine painstakingly points out not only American, but 

human interest in the Apocalypse. Lev Grossman reveals our increased obsession with 

books, films, television shows, and comic books about disaster. The disasters always vary 

from the dramatic effects of global warming (The Day After Tomorrow) to enormous and 

mysterious monsters destroying New York City (Cloverfield) and of course, infectious 

disease. Not all of the narratives to do with infectious disease are apocalyptic in nature, 

but there are enough examples for it to be considered a legitimate possibility. In some 

stories of infectious disease the narrative concentrates on a disease quickly destroying 

most or all of the population. In these instances, such as in Mary Shelley’s lesser known 

The Last Man, the story seems to be about the inevitable destruction of mankind in a 

return to wild nature. In other narratives, the story begins in the “post-apocalyptic” world, 

or in a world where very few people remain, and focuses on their struggle to rebuild 

society. In stories like Richard Matheson’s I Am Legend and Stephen King’s The Stand, 

the focus seems to be placed on the hopeful reconstruction after a massive “purging.” 

One thing is certain, the threat of the end, in whatever form it may come, is never 

far from contemporary thought. The massive technology explosion that has occurred in 
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the past century alone has provided humans with enough tools to wipe out the population 

in not just one or two ways, but in a wide variety of ways. This myriad of possibilities for 

massive destruction, along with frightening dictators and terrorists who we seem to 

believe capable of carrying out that destruction, often leaves us with nightmarish 

thoughts of when and how the end will come. While books and movies about disease and 

epidemics and the apocalypse have almost always been well received, there has been 

such a massive outpouring of them in recent years that audiences can hardly keep track. It 

seems that particularly since 2001, post September 11, people have been driven to 

obsessive curiosity about the end of the world. The number of films about the apocalypse 

or disasters released just this past year (let alone in the past five or seven years) is 

incredible. There have also been trends of films like these appearing in the 1950’s, after 

the end of World War II and the introduction of the Atomic bomb. People, however, are 

not yet tired of the apocalyptic and post-apocalyptic plot line. 

          Perhaps the most recent look at disease related apocalypse is in the 2007 film 

version of I Am Legend, based on Richard Matheson’s book. The film opens in an empty 

New York City where plants have grown all over Times Square and deer and escaped zoo 

animals roam between the skyscrapers. In this latest version of Matheson’s story, Robert 

Neville finds himself alone in New York City, believing he is the last man on earth. 

Through flashbacks and an opening newsreel it is revealed that a virus has been 

“reprogrammed” to be helpful rather than harmful. However, the virus mysteriously 

spirals out of control, and those not dying outright from the virus become bald, pale, 

bloodthirsty beings. Much later in the film, Neville discovers that a small handful of 

others are also immune to the virus. His existence in an East Village town house may 
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give a small glimpse into post-apocalyptic life, but Neville lives in relative comfort. 

While his food consists entirely of canned goods (unless he is lucky enough to snag a 

deer), he has hooked up generators so that he still has heat, gas, television, and music. 

What is more beautifully executed in this film than Neville’s life-style is the effect of 

isolation on his psyche. 

Many post-apocalyptic narratives feature one man or woman endlessly roaming 

the earth, but few show the slow, creeping loneliness that is evident in this film (perhaps 

even more than in Matheson’s novel). The desperate way in which Neville speaks to his 

dog or his strategically placed mannequin friends is at once humorous and heart 

wrenching. In one scene, just after Neville’s dog Sam has died, he pitifully begs a 

beautiful female mannequin: “Please, say hello to me” (Lawrence, Francis, dir. I Am 

Legend. Scr. Mark Protosevich. Warner Brothers Pictures, 2007). Neville projects both a 

strong and a child-like front depending on the location and the time of day. In one shot 

we see Neville cradling both his dog and his gun as he lies in the fetal position in his 

bathtub. 

While Richard Matheson and director Francis Lawrence approach the post-

apocalyptic human from a psychological standpoint, Stephen King chooses to portray 

groups of humans after a devastating pandemic and the sociological impacts of a disease 

related apocalypse. King’s novel follows several small groups as they travel around the 

United States searching for a leader and a place to settle. There is the inevitable split 

between the good group and the bad group; the good group settles in Boulder, Colorado 

and the bad group settles in Las Vegas, Nevada. King’s novel portrays a realistic post-

apocalyptic existence in which survivors seek food, shelter, and companionship before 
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considering what steps must come next in the rebirth of society. Glen Bateman, who is 

the sociologist of the new society, rightly predicts the importance of regaining technology 

in the post-apocalyptic world. Human dependency on electricity and other technological 

advances increases risk of what Bateman calls the second pandemic. The first pandemic 

is the disease that kills an overwhelming amount of people. In the aftermath there is the 

second pandemic in which the initial survivors of the disease cannot survive life in a 

apocalyptic world and either die of starvation or an accident for which they no longer 

have medical care available. These incidental deaths bring what would normally be low-

risk danger to the life threatening level.

In other post-apocalyptic narratives, such as 28 Days Later and 28 Weeks Later as 

well as the entire George A. Romero series of films, it is the ever-persistent threat of the 

disease that drives the survivors. There is no chance for immunity, therefore there is no 

post-apocalyptic calm. When the disease becomes more than just an invisible bringer of 

infection and death and takes on a physical form (a zombie, a vampire, a violent 

infected), there is no opportunity to rebuild until the disease itself is completely 

eradicated. In these films, the likelihood of complete annihilation of the human race 

seems much more attainable than the annihilation of the disease. There is not the “empty 

world” of The Stand; the world is filled with beings capable of causing death. 

There are two main veins of the post-apocalyptic narrative. The first is what Lev 

Grossman terms the “fantasy of cleansing and regeneration” in which a disease causes 

death, but afterward there is the opportunity for rebirth (Grossman 113). In the second 

kind of post-apocalyptic tale there is a focus on the destruction of the world or the 

destruction of the human race, ultimately leading to death without the hope of rebirth. 
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The trend of recent films is a hard focus on the latter. Interestingly, humans have become 

rather desensitized to imagining the world without us in it. It is not so much the means to 

end that is important to the contemporary audience, it is the impressive feat of 

envisioning the end. 
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Conclusion                                                                            
“Plague stamps a clear imprint on human memory.”

“The Power of Plague,” Mary Elizabeth Wilson

“I recommend it to the charity of all good people to look back, and reflect duly upon the  
terrors of the time...it was charging Death itself on his Pale Horse; to stay was indeed to 
die, and it could be esteemed nothing less…”

A Journal of the Plague Year, Daniel Defoe

It would be impossible to catalogue and discuss every instance of disease in 

literature and film even in the past ten years, let alone since the beginning of literature. 

However, that was not the aim of this essay. I have attempted to develop a new structure 

for discussing disease in film and literature without limiting it to the traditional definition 

of what a disease is. In a contemporary world there is a need for a more contemporary set 

of terms and a broader sense of what humans fear. Through my research and in the 

production of the essay I have discovered that it is more than death and disease humans 

fear. They fear the rage and hatred of their fellow humans that potentially leads to death, 

abandonment, quarantine, the apocalypse, and whatever may lie beyond that. 

More than an examination of the appearance of disease in narratives, this essay 

traces common human reaction in a disease stricken world. It has been endlessly 

fascinating to observe human reaction to this very particular type of affliction, and to 

observe both weakness and strength, suffering and overcoming the suffering. Perhaps that 

is where the popularity of the post-apocalyptic film and novel lies, not in predicting the 

end, but in predicting human reaction to the end. There is an obvious concern for what 

happens next: what causes our destruction, and if there are survivors, what the world will 

look like to them. No matter how nihilistic the films become, whether there are survivors 
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at the end of the film or not, there is always another film. Even when all of the characters 

of one George Romero film die, there is a new film that picks up with a new group of 

survivors. And this is where human hope lies: in the end, when we die, somewhere there 

is another group of survivors. We imagine that the human race lasts forever, because if it 

didn’t, there would be no imaging the end.

The next step in this evolution of disease narratives is impossible to predict. No 

one could have predicted the transformation from Defoe to Romero, and yet in hindsight 

it seems as likely a transformation as any. I believe that the next step for filmmakers is 

bringing the zombie and the infected human back to more human ground. There is a need 

to examine the effects of rage and quarantine on an infected human populace without the 

added effect of the supernatural being. But this change may be long in coming. To really 

see the effect of rage, or as Major Henry West said, “people killing people” is still too 

frightening. Perhaps the next step is not to continue in the line of disease narratives at all. 

When audiences have examined every possibility for this type of story then perhaps there 

will be a brand new way to imagine how the end will come.

But largely, the next step in the evolution of disease narratives depends on what 

happens in the world of diseases. Richard Preston’s novel The Hot Zone was a landmark 

novel in its prediction of Ebola and Marburg as the next big threats in epidemiology. 

Because of Preston’s novel and subsequent film versions (Outbreak and Virus), real 

outbreaks of Ebola and Marburg in Africa are kept largely out of public view in order to 

quell potential panic. The reality of the situation is that “a hot virus from the rain forest 

lives within a twenty-four hour plane flight from every city on earth” (Preston 16). So 

while the 2004-2005 outbreak of Marburg in Angola could be considered a fourth, fifth, 
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or sixth page news story to The New York Times, it may not always be. When 

transportation in Angola and other African countries afflicted by these hot viruses 

becomes more accessible, there will far less chance of containment than there is even 

now. 

The 2007 version of I Am Legend starring Will Smith illuminates the importance 

of location as well. While a deadly virus is easier to contain in the inaccessible Africa, a 

virus landing in the middle of New York City would have the potential to devastate the 

entire world. Briefly imagine two of the world’s busiest airport hubs and the daily travel 

between the two, often as only a connector to another location. Every day around thirty-

five flights leave New York’s JFK Airport for London’s Heathrow Airport (John F. 

Kennedy International Airport). That is merely a fraction of the flights and one of the 

many locations that would soon be susceptible to the virus. This is a nightmare in bio-

terrorism just waiting to happen. One of the redeeming qualities of a film like Flight of  

the Living Dead is, despite the numerous other reasons to ignore it, that it at least points 

out the obvious danger in such accessible air travel. 

However, the American comfort level is still not reassuring on this matter. The 

placement of the Uige province of Angola in far away Africa does immediately raise the 

alarm in America. However, this most recent outbreak of Marburg was the deadliest in 

recorded history, killing over 300 people at an almost 100% mortality rate (LaFraniere 1). 

All it takes is one infected hospital worker going for help, one infected CDC agent 

reporting back to headquarters, or one terrified individual fleeing the area before he 

“catches” the disease to step onto a plane before the virus lands in London, Paris, or New 

York. 
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So the next big question for American society is whether to continue viewing 

these films as a frighteningly possible vision of the future or to begin viewing them as the 

next step in a world already being ravaged by infectious diseases. These films have 

ceased to predict the future as they become closer and closer to simply being reality. All 

one has to do is look around to see the “Rage Virus” at work or to see “people killing 

people” or even zombies aimlessly wandering around. In that light the mass production of 

disease films is perfectly reasonable: art imitates life. Present day disease narratives are a 

reflection of our own infected society.
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